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Abstract

Microscale charge and energy transfer is an ultrafast process that can determine the

photoelectrochemical performance of devices. However, nonlinear and nonequilibrium

properties hinder our understanding of ultrafast processes; thus, the direct imaging

strategy has become an effective means to uncover ultrafast charge and energy transfer

processes. Due to diffraction limits of optical imaging, the obtained optical image has

insufficient spatial resolution. Therefore, electron beam imaging combined with a pulse

laser showing high spatial–temporal resolution has become a popular area of research,

and numerous breakthroughs have been achieved in recent years. In this review, we

cover three typical ultrafast electron beam imaging techniques, namely, time‐resolved

photoemission electron microscopy, scanning ultrafast electron microscopy, and ultrafast

transmission electron microscopy, in addition to the principles and characteristics of these

three techniques. Some outstanding results related to photon–electron interactions,

charge carrier transport and relaxation, electron–lattice coupling, and lattice oscillation are

also reviewed. In summary, ultrafast electron beam imaging with high spatial–temporal

resolution and multidimensional imaging abilities can promote the fundamental under-

standing of physics, chemistry, and optics, as well as guide the development of advanced

semiconductors and electronics.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast science is an important aspect of modern scientific research that

involves exploring the dynamic behaviors of microscopic particles1–5 and

developing strategies6–12 to elucidate these behaviors through ultrahigh

spatial and temporal resolution. This technique allows researchers to

understand, apply, and control the related physics,13–15 chemistry,16,17

and other macroscopic phenomena18–20 of these particles. The emer-

gence of ultrashort pulse laser technology21–26 offers an excellent

strategy for studying this problem. Ultrashort lasers use extremely short

periods of light exposure,27–29 providing an unprecedented shutter speed

for photographing the motion of microscopic particles,30–34 where, the

shorter the pulse width of the laser pulse, the faster the shutter speed.

Thus, generating shorter laser pulses has become an important aspect of
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ultrafast science.35,36 The progress in femtosecond lasers has led to

ultrafast time‐resolved measurements,37–39 which have directly contrib-

uted to the rapid development of ultrafast science fields represented by

femtosecond chemistry/physics.40–42 In the 1990s, Zewail43 used a

femtosecond pump–probe experiment to realize ultrafast process

detection on the femtosecond time scale, successfully observing the

motion process of atoms during the chemical reaction process,44 for

which Zewail45 won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1999. In the 2000s,

reflection pump–probe technology was used to study the carrier

dynamics of materials, indicating a strong difference between electrons

and hole relaxation behavior after initial intraband relaxation in CdSe

nanocrystals.46 The study revealed two distinct time scales associated

with the relaxation of nonequilibrium photogenerated carriers in epitaxial

graphene,47 demonstrating a longer carrier lifetime in the core‐shell

quantum dot (QD) than in the QD.48 In 2010, Shigekawa and

colleagues included a scanning tunneling microscope in the

pump–probe experiment,49 which could be used to study the dynamic

process of carrier migration in semiconductors, realizing ultrafast atomic‐

level observations in real space. In recent years, the laser pulse width has

been compressed, due to the development of pulse compression

technology, and the time resolution of the pump–probe technique has

been improved to less than 20 fs.39 Although in situ electrothermal

magnetic fields can allow the pump–probe technique to capture more

novel phenomena,50,51 the spatial resolution will likely become non-

negligible during these processes.

Both electron relaxation/jumping and lattice vibrations accompanied

by spatial variations can be transmitted at ultrafast speeds52–54

(picosecond–femtosecond) within very small scales55,56 (micron–

nanometer). When photons are absorbed by electrons, forming transfer-

able charge carriers, the charge carrier will diffuse and relax57–60 through

both equilibrium and nonequilibrium paths, such as ballistic transport,61,62

inelastic scattering,63,64 and electron and phonon interactions.18,33,65 The

investigation of ultrafast carrier transfer on the nanoscale and profound

changes in various physical parameters presents a formidable challenge

for theoretical models. To analyze these intricate processes, direct

imaging31,66,67 using cameras has been proposed to determine distinct

carrier transfer pathways.68 However, direct imaging requires more than

10000 exposures to avoid inherent noise of the experimental systems

and environmental factors. This provides a simple but less efficient

solution. Consequently, the development of a nondestructive ultrafast

imaging technique that can detect weak signals has become imperative.

Transient absorption microscopy69 utilizes a stationary pump beam with a

scanning probe beam that systematically interrogates the pumped region.

Despite the diffraction limit of the laser,70–73 this method can be used to

study the charge carrier dynamics with precise spatiotemporal resolution.

However, the laser pulses have substantial penetration depths, making

them less suitable for surface‐specific probing. The reconstruction

strategy, inspired by the extraordinarily short wavelength of electrons,

has generated interest in utilizing ultrafast electron beams for imaging,

resulting in electron imaging with nanometer or subnanometer resolu-

tions.40,74,75 The combination of ultrafast laser and electron beam imaging

can seamlessly integrate high temporal and spatial resolutions.76–85 For

example, to achieve the high‐resolution imaging of surface carrier

dynamics, a probe laser pulse can excite an electron gun and

generate a pulsed electron beam that subsequently interacts with the

sample for imaging. To reveal carrier transfer at interfaces due to an

intricate band structure, the probe laser pulse will excite the pumped

sample and induce electron spillover from the surface for imaging.

Meanwhile, to explore the dynamics of lattice evolution, the probe

electron pulse will hit the sample and the traversed electrons can be

collected for imaging.

Ultrafast electron beam imaging holds significant potential for

microscale applications. Three types of commonly used ultrafast electron

imaging methods exist: time‐resolved photoemission electron microscopy

(TR‐PEEM), scanning ultrafast electron microscopy (SUEM), and ultrafast

transmission electron microscopy (UTEM). In this article, we present the

technical principles and list the scope of applications according to the

equipment characteristics, focusing on the electron dynamics of

femtosecond laser excitation for different material systems. Specifically,

we explore the following areas: (1) surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) and

photocatalysis using TR‐PEEM; (2) anomalous carrier transport in silicon,

defect‐affected carrier dynamics in InGaN, and carrier relaxation/diffusion

in single crystals, as revealed by SUEM; and (3) the lattice vibrations in

transition‐metal dihalides (TMDs) and microscale phase transition in

metals, utilizing UTEM.

2 | PRINCIPLES

All three ultrafast electron imaging methods utilize steady‐state

imaging and femtosecond laser pump–probe techniques. The process

begins with the pump beam, which is directed at the sample and used

to excite the sample, causing a density/temperature/energy‐level

change of electrons. This results in subsequent charge and energy

transfer processes. After a certain delay, the probe beam can be used

to excite the sample or electron gun, producing an ultrafast electron

beam that can be detected by the detector. This can be used to

achieve high spatial–temporal resolutions.

2.1 | Principles of TR‐PEEM

PEEM utilizes an electron microscope to image the distribution of

photoelectron emissions on surface samples based on the photoelectric

effect.86 Two main imaging modes are used in PEEM. (1) The first is

geometric mode, where different morphologies of the sample surface will

cause a change in photoelectron emission direction, resulting in different

spatial distributions of detected electron emissions. (2) The second mode

involves the work function/electron density of states. In this mode, for a

photon with a specific energy, differences in the power function or

electron density of states of materials will also cause differences in the

amount of electron emissions. For TR‐PEEM, an ultrafast laser beam can

be divided into two subbeams. One can be used for sample excitation,

while the other can be used to excite surface photoelectron emissions.

When the probe beam is coincident with the pump beam at the sample

surface, the probe beam‐induced photoelectron will change as the
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excitation gradually transforms into the ground state; thus, the number

and energy of photoemission of the electrons can be detected at different

probe delays.87 Therefore, PEEM has been successfully combined with

femtosecond lasers, known as TR‐PEEM, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2 | Principles of SUEM

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) involves controlling an electron

beam to scan a specific area point by point, collecting secondary electrons

or backscattered electron signals from the electron beam excited area for

imaging.88,89 The secondary electrons primarily reveal morphological

features and can image surface micro/nanostructures, while backscatter-

ing mainly shows the composition, measures the grain orientations, and

analyzes the stress and strain. Two approaches can be used for

generating an electron beam generation in SEM.89 The first involves

adding a strong electric field to the filament surface, so that the electrons

inside the filament overflow, forming an electron beam. The other

involves increasing the temperature so that the electrons inside the

filament gain enough kinetic energy to break away from the filament

surface. A femtosecond laser can be introduced into an SEM,40,90 which

can be divided into two beams. One beam can act as the pump beam to

excite the sample, causing an ultrafast change in the sample. The other

can be used to excite the tip of the filament for an ultrashort electron

beam81 (Figure 2). Compared to the unexcited sample, conduction band

electrons will have a higher probability of emitting electrons above the

vacuum level when scattered by the primary photoelectron pulse.

Moreover, their electron emission probability will decrease with electron

relaxation. This can cause the image contrast to vary with a probe delay.

SUEM offers spatial resolution comparable to SEM, while also providing

femtosecond temporal resolution, making it suitable for ultrafast surface

science exploration.91

2.3 | Principles of UTEM

In TEM, the generation of an ultrafast electron beam is similar to

SEM. However, the difference lies in how TEM collects transmitted

electrons to construct images. TEM allows for high‐resolution

imaging in real space (imaging), inverted space (diffraction), and

energy space (spectroscopy),92 enabling the observation of structural

phase transitions, electron energy loss, and lattice oscillations.

Moreover, TEM imaging does not require point‐by‐point scanning

with an electron beam. Instead, it only requires that the detector

accumulate a strong enough electron signal to complete the imaging

process. When femtosecond lasers are introduced in TEM (Figure 3),

two imaging modes can be utilized: strobe and single shot. When

imaging in strobe mode, each electron pulse contains a small number

of electrons (i.e., about 1–1000 electrons), which can effectively

eliminate Coulombic repulsion between the electrons, thus improving

the spatial resolution.94 This mode can be utilized for phenomena

that are reversible and repeatable within a certain time scale. By

contrast, when imaging in single‐shot mode, an electron pulse will

contain 106–108 electrons. Therefore, this imaging mode is primarily

used for tracking irreversible processes.16

3 | SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF THE
THREE ULTRAFAST ELECTRON IMAGING
TECHNIQUES

As previously mentioned, the electron imaging method has its own

unique characteristics, with a wide range of applications, as shown in

Figure 4. In TR‐PEEM, a photon beam serves as the detection tool,

and the laser‐induced surface spillover electron can be collected for

imaging. The spatial distribution of electron energy/density evolution

F IGURE 1 Conceptual diagram showing an ultrafast photoemission electron microscope. The optical path is briefly drawn, with the beam
propagating through optical elements such as a fractional mirror (BS), a reflector (mirror), and an attenuator (ND) to finally reach the sample
surface. The figure illustrates infrared wavelength light for pumping, and extreme ultraviolet light can be used to excite the surface to produce
spillover electrons for detection, while the delay stage (DL) can be adjusted the provide the entire system with a femtosecond to nanosecond
time resolution capability. Reproduced under terms of the CC‐BY license.87 Copyright 2021, The Authors, published by AIP. BS, beam splitter;
DL, delay line; FW, filter wheel; G, grating; HF, hollow fiber; HWP, half wave plate; L, lens; M, reflective mirror; ND, neutral density filters;
P, periscope; PEEM, photoemission electron microscope; PH, pinhole module containing an EUV scintillator; T1, first toroidal mirror; T2, second
toroidal mirror 2; V, valve; VBS, vacuum beam splitter.
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can be observed by adjusting the delay time. This method can be

used to reveal the mechanism of laser interactions with the excited

matter/structure. For TR‐PEEM, dynamics after photoexcitation can

be divided into two types. The first involves the preparation of

electromagnetic waves on the surface after pump light excitation.

The second involves the dynamic change of the work function of

electron escape on the material surface after pump light excitation.

This section reviews the dynamics of SPPs and the charge carrier

transfer processes according to the changes in the photoemission

electron signal. In SUEM, an electron beam can be used as a probing

tool, and the collected surface spillover electrons can be utilized

for imaging. This method can be used primarily to observe

F IGURE 2 A conceptual diagram of scanning ultrafast electron microscopy, where the sample surface is excited by green light, causing the
carrier concentration to change, and the electron gun can be excited by ultraviolet light, generating an electron pulse at the femtosecond level.
After this electron pulse acts on the sample surface, secondary electrons will be generated, and the electromagnetic field will be controlled,
deflecting the electron pulse, allowing the entire surface to be scanned and used to reconstruct the time‐resolved secondary electron image.
Reproduced with permission.81 Copyright 2016, Wiley‐VCH.

F IGURE 3 Schematic diagram showing ultrafast electron microscopy using a high‐resolution image of graphitized carbon as an example. The
principles of excitation and probing of the sample are similar to scanning ultrafast electron microscopy, but ultrafast transmission electron
microscopy uses direct imaging with a camera with energy spectrum resolution. In terms of delay adjustment, a nanosecond laser and a signal
generator can be added for synergy as a signal acquisition method, achieving delays longer than a nanosecond. Reproduced with permission.93

Copyright 2009, Elsevier. EELS, electron energy loss spectroscopy; FEG, field emission gun; ns, nanosecond; SHG, second harmonic generation;
THG, second harmonic generation.
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high‐resolution surface carrier dynamics, which play an irreplaceable

role in samples with surface micro‐ and nanostructures. Therefore,

the analysis of carrier dynamics under SUEM involves classifying

materials into categories such as single crystals, defective/structured

surfaces, and heterostructures/interfaces, based on the character-

istics of the material being probed. In UTEM, the spatial

distribution of transmitted electrons can be imaged using real‐,

inverse‐, and energy‐space modes. This may be especially suitable for

the high‐resolution detection of lattice oscillations and phase

transitions. Therefore, this section of the review can be divided into

two parts: (a) classification based on the properties of lattice

vibrations, encompassing phonon mode studies for small‐amplitude

vibrations, and reversible phase transitions when the vibration

amplitude increases, and (b) irreversible phase transitions for large‐

amplitude vibrations.

3.1 | Application of TR‐PEEM

3.1.1 | SPP imaging

Figure 5A shows the localized surface plasmon on a rough silver

grating surface, which was imaged4 by TR‐PEEM. Depending on the

optical phase of the carrier (λ = 400 nm), the delay time τd between

the pump pulse and the probe pulse can be advanced in increments

of 0.33 fs or1/2π. Under optical excitation of the pump pulse, all four

points will oscillate synchronously with the field (−1/4 × 2π→ 51/2 ×

2π). When the driving pulse diminishes, the coherent polarization of

the excitation at each point will shift to its own resonant frequency.

The introduction of a phase change in the driving field will cause a

delay (or advancement) in the phases of points A, B, and D (point C).

Consequently, the intensity maximum will experience a delayed (or

early) increase. The highlighted areas represent the locations where

the intensity maxima (resulting from constructive interferences) shift

due to phase discrepancy between the SP modes and the driving field

within five‐cycle intervals. Thus, the dynamics can be divided into

three stages. (a) When the pump and probe pulses overlap at a time

domain, the external light field will drive the local surface plasmon

modes supported by different rough structures to vibrate in

accordance with the laser carrier frequency. (b) With a time delay

between the pump and the probe pulse, the different modes will have

their own different vibration frequencies; thus, the vibration

processes of each mode will no longer be synchronized. (c) With a

sufficiently large delay between two pulses, each mode will decay

exponentially. To investigate the interference phenomenon of SPPs,

TR‐PEEM has been used to capture both the out‐of‐plane and in‐

plane components of near‐field SPP107 in an obliquely incident

femtosecond laser‐excited trench. As shown in Figure 5B, interfer-

ograms were fabricated by overlapping p‐ or s‐polarized probe pulses

with either the out‐of‐plane or in‐plane component of the SPP near

field, utilizing a noncommon‐linear excitation mode. The PEEM image

revealed a striped shift in the in‐plane interference pattern between

the in‐plane and out‐of‐plane components of the SPP field,

corresponding to a 1/4 stripe period. Figure 5C shows the design

of laser polarization for ultrafast spatiotemporal modulation of the

preferential emission direction of SPP,109 according to the mecha-

nism shown in Figure 5B, which significantly improved the SPP

directional extinction ratio. More importantly, the coupling state of

SPP in the nanodirected coupler can be regulated by adjusting the

transient polarization state of the excitation laser pulse, thereby

opening up broader possibilities for future optoelectric and commu-

nication devices.

F IGURE 4 Schematic diagram showing ultrafast electron imaging in terms of applications, including typical applications of TR‐PEEM.
Reproduced with permission.4 Copyright 2005, ACS. Reproduced with permission.95 Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. Reproduced with
permission.96 Copyright 2022, Springer Nature. Reproduced with permission.97 Copyright 2022, ACS. SUEM, Reproduced with permission.62

Copyright 2015, AAAS. Reproduced with permission.98 Copyright 2017, ACS. Reproduced with permission.99 Copyright 2016, Wiley‐VCH.
Reproduced with permission.100 Copyright 2021, APS. Reproduced with permission.101 Copyright 2019, Elsevier. and UTEM, Reproduced with
permission.102 Copyright 2015, ACS. Reproduced with permission.103 Copyright 2021, AAAS. Reproduced with permission.104 Copyright 2018,
ACS. Reproduced with permission.105 Copyright 2019, ACS. Reproduced with permission.106 Copyright 2018, AAAS. SUEM, scanning ultrafast
electron microscopy; TMD, transition‐metal dihalide; TR‐PEEM, time‐resolved photoemission electron microscopy; UTEM, ultrafast transmission
electron microscopy.
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F IGURE 5 (A) Time‐resolved photoemission electron microscopy (TR‐PEEM) images of the four points on a silver grating, showing the
localized surface plasmons. Reproduced with permission.4 Copyright 2005, ACS. (B) PEEM images of the noncollinear mode of a trench
structure, with a shape size of 20 × 1 μm, with the two yellow circles spatially separated in the experiment. Reproduced with permission.107

Copyright 2020, Chinese Laser Press. (C) TR‐PEEM images under different time delays, where all images were captured using two 0° polarized
and 90° and 45° polarized pulses. Reproduced with permission.108 Copyright 2021, Chinese Laser Press. SPP, surface plasmon polariton.
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3.1.2 | Ultrafast charge carrier transport

The study of ultrafast electron transport processes in heterostruc-

tures has attracted significant attention due to their promising basic

science and industrial applications. Man et al.95 from Okinawa imaged

the electron transport process in semiconductor heterojunc-

tions using the two‐color pump–probe technique, as shown in

Figure 6A. All images shown in Figure 6A were obtained with

different detection delays and the intensity of the background signal

was subtracted out, where the red color represents the carrier

accumulation in InSe and the blue color represents the carrier

depletion in GaAs. In general, electrons were transferred from GaAs

to InSe at an early stage, leading to a rapid decay in GaAs carriers

within 10 ps, as shown in Figure 6B. Between 10 and 100 ps, further

electron transfer occurred from thin InSe to thick InSe due to the

lower band gap in the thicker region. Finally, with time delays greater

than 100 ps, the photogenerated carriers in the thicker part of InSe

also gradually relaxed back to the ground state as the sample

returned to the ground state. The specific energy band arrangement

and carrier relaxation curves are shown in Figure 6B.

In photocatalytic reactions,96 the transfer of charge carriers

induced by photons plays a key role in determining photocatalytic

efficiency. To investigate this, TR‐PEEM has been used to image the

electron and hole dynamics of Cu2O in photocatalysts. Figure 7A

shows a series of images captured at different pump–probe time

delays.110 The anisotropic charge transfer dynamics of the particles

were clearly visualized, where the charge carrier density in the [001]

plane was higher than in the [111] plane, indicating that the charge

carriers underwent ultrafast transfer from the [111] plane to the

[001] face. Subsequently, the photoemission electron intensity slowly

increased at tens of picoseconds, with decays at hundreds of

picoseconds. Upon photoexcitation, the [001] facet showed negative

surface photovoltage (SPV) signals, while the [111] facet showed

positive SPV signals, confirming the occurrence of ultrafast inter‐

facet electron transfer. Theoretical and experimental findings have

indicated that rapid interfacial electron transfer can occur through

the establishment of a 1.7 kV/cm internal electric field from [001] to

the [111] facet. As a result, the high‐energy electron located at the

[111] facet will undergo rapid decay within 0.1 ps after optical

excitation. In contrast, the high‐energy electron at the [001] facet will

continue to increase until 0.1 ps, before eventually decaying with a

time constant of 0.18 ps. The population of low‐energy electrons at

the [111] surface will remain mostly unchanged throughout the

process, suggesting that the decay of high‐energy electrons on the

[111] facet can be primarily driven by interfacial electron transfer

rather than thermalized electron relaxation or capture (Figure 7B).

The study showed that the complex mechanism dominating photo-

catalytic charge separation could be tuned through anisotropic crystal

faces and defect structures, thus providing new ideas and research

methods for the rational design of photocatalysts with improved

performance.

3.2 | Application of SUEM

3.2.1 | Silicon‐based heterogeneous surface/
interface

SUEM has been used to image the generation, transport, and

complexation of charge carriers on silicon surfaces, as well as to

analyze the carrier diffusion mechanisms by combining these

mechanisms with the corresponding theoretical models. As an

example, the hot carrier dynamics in hydrogenated amorphous

silicon (a‐Si:H) could be directly imaged using SUEM,110,111 as shown

in Figure 8A. To ensure the accuracy of the signal, the images were

processed using two methods, either through function filtering to

F IGURE 6 (A) Charge carrier transfer images showing the InSe/GaAs heterostructure obtained with different delay times, where the red
area represents charge accumulation and the blue area represents charge depletion. Reproduced with permission.95 Copyright 2016, Springer
Nature. (B) Quantitative model of charge separation and transfer.
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reduce spatial noise or by averaging the signal areas of multiple

images. The sample surface shown in Figure 8A was excited by a

pump light, leading to the generation of electron–hole pairs. As a

result, the surface gradually started to brighten, forming a bright disk

at a time delay of 20 ps. When the time delay ranged from 20 to

100 ps, the carriers spread laterally and the disk expanded further,

while the central region started to darken at the same time. After

100 ps, the size of the disk remained essentially unchanged, while the

dark contrast in the center of the disk became increasingly

prominent, reaching its peak darkness near 1 ns. Through Monte

Carlo transport model simulations and observations,112 an

unexpected rapid diffusion mechanism of charge carriers was

revealed as shown in Figure 8D. The initial high‐temperature

photo‐induced carriers were found to be responsible for the rapid

diffusion, as also accompanied by electron and hole trapping after

diffusion. The finding of this spontaneous electron–trap separation

directly validated the relaxation semiconductor behavior predicted in

the 1970s.113 This work confirmed the ability of SUEM to resolve

unknown problems in carrier dynamics, making it suitable for

investigating different materials.

In addition to a‐Si:H, SUEM has been used to study p–n

junctions62 with nanoscale interfaces (Figure 9A), with the figure

showing the evolution of carriers in a p–n junction with high

spatiotemporal resolution under a 1.28mJ/cm2 fluence pump. The

individual p or n types, after laser excitation, showed a bright

contrast. However, in the p–n junctions, the p‐type part darkened

rapidly after excitation, while the n‐type part continued to become

brighter, indicating that the p‐type electrons migrated to n‐type

electrons. At 80 ps, carriers were observed traveling distances of up

to tens of microns, at which point the density of excess carriers

reached their maximum. However, the secondary electron signal of

the p–n junction extended significantly beyond the depletion layer

within 80 ps and the carrier density was distributed across the

junction in time scales of tens of nanoseconds, contrary to the

conclusion expected from plausible drift–diffusion models. After

excluding the role of carrier expansion and acoustic phonons, the

ballistic transport mechanism was introduced by modeling the carrier

dynamics and analyzing the potential field and Coulombic interactions

in the depletion region, as shown in Figure 9B,C. The fast carrier

transfer was shown to be closely related to ballistic transport, and the

discovery of this mechanism provided a foundation for the in‐depth

study of the effect of the carrier transfer path on the rectification

effect of p–n junctions. Since the carrier density could be closely

related to the laser fluence, the carrier behavior could be controlled

by adjusting the pump fluence. The carrier oscillation effect near the

depletion region of the p–n junction was also observed, after

increasing the pump fluence.100 The carrier oscillation can also form a

plasma wave and the intensity of the plasma wave has been

positively correlated to the value of the reverse bias voltage. The

carrier transport will produce significant echoes at the interface,

resulting in higher plasma oscillations in terms of frequency and

faster propagation speed.

3.2.2 | Nanoscale structural surfaces

SUEM has also been used to resolve carrier diffusion and chirality

mechanisms in new semiconductors. For example, indium gallium

F IGURE 7 Time‐resolved photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) images of EH‐Cu2O microparticles. Reproduced with permission.96

Copyright 2022, Springer Nature. (A) Stable and transient PEEM images of an EH‐Cu2O particle obtained with different delay times, where the
scale bars indicate 2 μm. (B) Relationship between the photoelectron intensity integral of the two different crystal faces of the EH‐Cu2O
particles and the time delay, where, to eliminate systematic errors in the experiment, signals were collected from surfaces parallel to the
substrate. (C) The photoelectron spectrum was fitted, enabling the extraction of the peak shift, and this information was used to analyze the
relationship between the photoelectron energy and the time delay, and smooth the points to form a solid line in the figure.
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nitride (InGaN) nanowires (NWs) have been widely used as

optoelectronic devices, but the energy conversion efficiency remains

limited by various factors and their origin is not clear when applied as

devices. As shown in Figure 10A, the ultrafast evolution process of

secondary electrons was imaged using SUEM and the intensity

distribution pattern of secondary electrons at the positive and

negative delay times was compared.81 Above −300 ps, no significant

change was observed in the signal region contrast, which indicated

that the carriers excited by the pump light of the previous cycle fully

recovered before the next cycle of pump pulse arrived. The

illustration also shows the dynamics of electron diffusion by

comparing the brightness changes at the center and edge of the

pump spot, with the hole combination or Auger combination

identified as the main mechanism of nonradiative energy loss, and

was also consistent with the numerical simulation results. In this case,

the surface state‐dependent Shockley–Read–Hall recombination was

regarded as the main electron–hole recombination mode, rather than

bimolecular electron–hole complexation. Based on the above results,

a strategy for passivation of surface defects in NWs by octadecyl

thiol was proposed.99 As shown by the time‐resolved SE image in

F IGURE 8 (A) Scanning ultrafast electron microscopy images of ultrafast laser‐induced hot carriers dynamics in hydrogenated amorphous
silicon, where the images indicate the so‐called difference images, with −680 ps serving as a reference, and the images in the datasheet were all
subjected to the average process of multiple images to reduce noise. (B) The designated region, marked by yellow markers, corresponded to line‐
cuts. (C) Illustration explaining the experimental findings, showing the spatial distributions of the hole and electron concentrations represented
by blue and orange lines, respectively, and the purple line representing the different charge distributions between the hole and electron
distributions. (D) An unexpected rapid diffusion mechanism of charge carriers. Reproduced with permission.110 Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.
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Figure 10B, NW carrier recombination after passivation was greatly

reduced (from 40% to 15%). The illustration at the top of Figure 10B,

which represents the cross‐section of the NWs after passivation,

showed that passivation did not lead to any topographic changes.

The middle illustration shows a time‐resolved SE intensity kinetic

curve and the difference between the carrier dynamics before and

after passivation. This served as an outstanding result of the high

time‐resolved electron beam imaging technique for device optimiza-

tion, which could directly enhance the luminescence performance of

the InGaN/GaN quantum devices. In addition, the ultrafast secondary

electron images of the Si‐doped InGaN/GaN NW dynamics showed

that the doping of Si could affect the surface carrier dynamics of

InGaN NWs,114 as shown in Figure 10C. Similar to the images in

Figure 10A, no significant change in the signal region contrast was

observed with a negative time delay, indicating complete

recombination of the carriers while the next cycle of pump pulse

arrived. With an increase in the Si doping concentration, the growth

of the SE signal on the doped NW surfaces slowed down in the first

100 ps and decayed faster after 100 ps. At this time, the defect state

energy level formed by doping interacted with the free electrons and

localized electrons to reduce the electron escape rate by scattering.

This led to the energy loss presented in the dark contrast, which

subsequently affected the photoconductivity of the NWs. The above

results showed that SUEM can play an important role in carrier

dynamics and device electronic properties, paving the way for further

performance optimization of devices.

3.2.3 | GaAs/CdTe single crystals

In optoelectronic applications, defects will hinder carrier transport

and affect device performance. Therefore, defect‐free single‐

crystal semiconductors are considered to be highly promising

materials,111,115 making it critical to study the carrier dynamics of

single crystals. As shown in the secondary difference electron

images of the GaAs single‐crystal surface in Figure 11, the doping

effect on carrier dynamics was explored. As shown in Figure 11A,

dark contrast was observed for both negative and positive time

delays, and the extraction of the central SE intensity of the

undoped and doped SEs images was plotted, as shown in

Figure 11B. The most significant doping‐dependent enhancement

at time zero occurred in n‐type GaAs (110) for specific reasons. In

n‐type GaAs, minimal presence of electrons near the donor energy

level close to the conduction band was observed, while the density

of states was comparatively high. As a result, when absorption

occurred, these electrons were efficiently promoted to the

conduction band, leading to a pronounced enhancement effect.

However, in p‐type GaAs, the photoexcited electrons were

positioned further away from the vacuum level of GaAs than the

n‐type counterpart, and this disparity originated from the donor

energy level located at the proximity of the valence band maximum

in p‐type GaAs. As shown in Figure 11B, a clear segmental decay

was observed according to the carrier decay rate, indicating that a

dark contrast signal in the n‐type GaAs decayed extremely rapidly

within 100 ps, while after 100 ps, the dark contrast signal decayed

slowly. Considering nanosecond‐scale carrier dynamics, the dark

contrast signal for the undoped GaAs decayed only 50% between

100 and 2500 ps (Figure 11B). In n‐type GaAs, this decay rate was

further reduced to about 30%. After exponential fitting, GaAs

(110) showed a time constant t1 of the order of nanoseconds,

while in n‐ and p‐type GaAs, time constants t2 on the order of

picoseconds were observed at 207 ± 131 and 39 ± 17 ps, respec-

tively. The carrier lifetime at this stage in n‐type doping was much

greater than the p‐type doping. This was mainly because the

effective cross‐sections of the SEs scattered by the conduction

band electrons were much larger than that of SEs scattered by

valence band electrons, resulting in a lower probability of SE

emission, thus creating a dark contrast.

F IGURE 9 (A) A sequence of contrast images, with the bright contrast representing high electron density and the dark contrast representing
high hole density, relative to the signal observed at negative time. (B) Simulation results for a net charge density of +20 ps. (C) Direct calculation
of the Coulombic interactions between the separated carriers. (D) Experimental image of the junction provided, showing the mirrored charge
densities in the n‐ and p‐type regions following charge separation. (E) Dynamic potential map obtained by direct calculation. Reproduced with
permission.62 Copyright 2015, AAAS.
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The surface orientation of the crystal is another crucial factor,

alongside doping, that will influence the carrier properties of the

material. Figure 11C shows the significant impact of surface

orientation and termination on the photoexcited carrier dynamics

and carrier diffusion length of CdTe single crystals,101 indicating that

the charge carriers diffused in the CdTe (110) surface direction within

6 ns for nearly 80 μm (inset), where the high diffusion coefficient of

40 000 cm2/s indicated an extremely low density of trap states on

the CdTe (110) surface side. Gradually, the diffusion length and

coefficient on the CdTe (111) showed a sharp decrease compared to

CdTe (110). In contrast, the photo‐induced carriers were easily

trapped on the CdTe (211) surface orientation with a trapping time

greater than 200 ps, which was due to the presence of defect states

caused by the formation of an oxide layer on the surface. Use of

S‐UEM to study the carrier dynamics in single crystals is critical for

revealing the key factors to enhance the quality of single crystals.

3.3 | Application of UTEM

3.3.1 | Electron–lattice dynamics of typical
two‐dimensional materials

TMDs are materials with potential applications in tunable opto-

electronic devices due to their electronic properties of strain

sensitivity. Therefore, understanding their strain properties has

become especially important. By conducting ultrafast electron

diffraction imaging, evidence has been found for the presence of

F IGURE 10 (A) Time‐resolved secondary electron image of the indium gallium nitride (InGaN) nanowires (NWs), dotted at the spot position,
with a long axis of about 40 μm. Reproduced with permission.81 Copyright 2016, Wiley‐VCH. (B) Time‐resolved secondary electron (SE) image of
InGaN NW before and after surface passivation, with the illustration showing the considerable difference in carrier recovery rate before and
after passivation. Reproduced with permission.99 Copyright 2016, Wiley‐VCH. (C) Time‐resolved SE image of the silicon surface after
background extraction, with a pump excitation wavelength of 515 nm. The scale bar indicates 50 μm. Reproduced with permission.114 Copyright
2018, ACS.
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delays between different excitation modes.105 The bright‐field image

shown in Figure 12A was taken along the ki⇀∠ [001] = 40° crystal

section, 14 ps before initial contrast, and the two specific bend

contours analyzed in Figure 12B are labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 12A.

The spatial fast Fourier transform of this region of interest yielded

two discrete oscillation frequencies of 56.7 and 63.3 GHz, as shown

in Figure 12C and D, respectively. These two signals possibly

converged at the edge of the step, forming a 60 GHz signal. On

analyzing the motion state of a single target region, each region was

found to have a specific oscillation pattern related to the thickness of

the region and the surrounding conditions, as shown in Figure 12C,E.

Thus, this suggested a combination of changes in the initial pulse

structure along the c‐axis direction, with an increase in the step edge

and step‐edge MoS2 layer motion at the edge of the degree of

freedom, and propagation as an in‐plane strain wave at longitudinal

velocities (2.6–2.9 nm/ps observed).

The optical excitation of TMDs is known to produce transient

strain effects; however, the associated acoustic–phonon modes at

low frequencies (tens of GHz) within and between the layers

remain unexplored, especially with respect to defects prevalent in

these types of materials. When using UTEM to probe the

nanoscale‐softened individual surface steps116 in Figure 12F–H,

a large degree of softening (lower frequency) at the step was

found, which was thickness dependent. The strain‐induced

frequency modulation properties also extended from tens of

nanometers to the discontinuous atomic scale. This effect was

caused by anisotropic bond expansion and photo‐induced

incoherence. The magnitude and spatiotemporal extents of

F IGURE 11 (A) Secondary electron (SE) difference images obtained from GaAs (110) with noted doping types. Reproduced with
permission.111 Copyright 2021, ACS. (B) Carrier concentrations in n‐type, p‐type, and undoped GaAs (110) and noted n‐doped GaAs (110).
(C) Time‐resolved secondary electron image results of CdTe (110), Reproduced with permission.101 Copyright 2019, Elsevier; all images were
treated with background reduction and pseudo‐color to reflect the secondary electron signal intensity distribution, with the arrows in the
pseudo‐color plot indicating the carrier diffusion direction, pointing from the center of the pump light excitation to the region with the greatest
change in secondary electron signal intensity. (D) Extract of the secondary electron intensity of the region with the greatest change in the center
of the pump spot and the region with the greatest intensity change for fitting the carrier dynamics behavior of the crystal facet.
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softening were quantitatively described by a finite element

transient deformation model. These results revealed novel insights

into the response of the underlying nanoscale structure in ultrafast

laser‐exciting low‐dimensional materials, illustrating the defect

behavior affecting these materials.

3.3.2 | Reversible phase transition processes

Significant progress in charge density waves (CDW) has been made in

recent years in quasi‐two‐dimensional systems.117,118 However, the

correlation of charge, spin, and lattices in strongly correlated systems

F IGURE 12 Few‐layer dephasing behavior of stress waves between MoS2 layers. Reproduced with permission.116 Copyright 2021, ACS.
Reproduced with permission.105 Copyright 2019, ACS. (A) Ultrafast transmission electron microscopy (UTEM) bright‐field image with a
negative time delay (−14 ps), where the ruler in the picture represents 500 nm. (B) Spatial distribution of the oscillating frequency intensity in
the three regions in (A), which were 56.7, 60.0, and 63.3 GHz, respectively. (C, D) STCP of the two regions marked in (A). (E) STCP of regions 1
and 2 in (A) with a 100 ps time delay. (F) UTEM image of a 2H‐MoS2 thin nanosheet, showing the regions of interest (ROIs) extracted by phonon
oscillation, where the ruler represents 150 nm. (G) Frequency after FFT transformation at a specific position in (A), where the degree of
frequency shift at different positions near the step could be determined; and (H) phonon position correlation frequency in each region of
interest, with the position relative to step size and the step size set to 0 nm. FFT, fast Fourier transform; STCP, space‐time contour plot.
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makes it difficult to resolve the effects of different orders on the

material properties. The mechanism of CDW formation also remains

unclear. By introducing a customized ultrafast dark‐field electron

microscope with an aperture array, the order parameter of the

structural phase transition of a typical CDW system could be

obtained.103 Figure 13A shows that as the continuous laser intensity

increased, the insulating (IC) domains nucleated and grew close to the

center of the film, until the domains almost filled the circular hole.

Decreasing the laser intensity led to a decrease in the switching area.

The subsequent simulations also illustrated that the temperature

distribution was the main reason for phase transition under steady‐

state excitation. The time‐resolved dark‐field image shown in

Figure 13E revealed the presence of nonuniform suppression of

image intensity following the temporal interval between the pump

laser and probe electron pulses. Within 2 ps, distinct regions with

well‐defined boundaries started to emerge, indicating clear contrast

between the bright and dark areas. Over the course of 100 ps, these

dark regions experienced slight expansion, accompanied by further

contrast sharpening. Eventually, the size of these regions diminished,

and a uniform contrast was restored across the material after a few

nanoseconds. To understand the first‐order phase transition from

the nonconducting (NC) to IC phases, researchers utilized the

Ginzburg–Landau model to simulate the ordered covariance and

three‐dimensional dynamics of the electron and lattice temperatures.

The study captured the symmetry‐breaking nature of the phase

transition and its effect on the material, indicating that a sufficient

excitation density caused the order parameter to quickly relax to a

minimal value of the IC potential within the electron–lattice coupling

F IGURE 13 (A) Steady‐state dark‐field image acquired when the sample was excited by continuous light, where the first row represents the
dark‐field image scanned when the laser intensity increased and the second row represents the dark‐field image scanned when the laser
intensity decreased, with the dark area in the center of the image representing the area where phase transition occurred. Reproduced with
permission.103 Copyright 2021, AAAS. (B) Relationship between the percentage of the phase transition region and scanning temperature
extracted from (A), indicating a clear hysteresis feature. (C) Spatial distribution of temperature at 0.154mW/mm2 laser flux calculated by steady‐
state heat transfer. (D) Radial distribution of sample temperature at each laser intensity in (A) when the heating spot was considered a Gaussian
distribution, which also identified the critical phase transition temperature. (E) Time‐resolved dark‐field micrograph based on ultrafast
transmission electron microscopy with an excitation flux of 2.6 mJ/cm2 and excitation using linear polarized light. (F) Degree of free‐energy
distribution corresponding to the electron temperature calculated by density functional theory. (G) Deviation of the squared order parameter
from its local equilibrium value f2 eq (red and blue regions denote the order parameters that were larger and smaller, respectively, than at the
free‐energy minimum).
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time (point 1 in Figure 13F). The evolution of four distinct white

patches closely followed the reshaping of the potential on the

thermal diffusion timescale. Conversely, in regions with weaker

excitation, near the flat potential just below the phase transition

temperature, transient bursts of the NC phase occurred, which

dissipated within a few picoseconds (point 2 in Figure 13F). In

summary, this study provided valuable insights into the high‐

resolution spatiotemporal evolution of the CDW domains, elucidating

the dynamics, stabilization, and relaxation pathways of the CDW

domains following optical excitation. The research also highlighted

the significant differences in domain patterns that can arise under

continuous wave and pulsed illumination conditions.

Previous studies have also investigated magnetodynamic transi-

tions using Lorentzian MnNiGa.13 As shown in Figure 14, in one

study, four distinct magnetic states were observed and their

respective atomic spin models were illustrated. The time constants

of the second process (2–3) and the third process (3–4) could be

estimated by fitting σ with empirical double‐exponential functions,

yielding τ2–3 = 3 ± 0.5 ps and τ3–4 = 12 ± 1 ps, respectively. The study

found that under femtosecond laser excitation, a dramatic change in

magnetic domains was observed in the range of 10–100 ps, and the

line profiles showed three successive magnetic transitions: a streak‐

like contrast generated by the magnetic helix disappeared very

quickly (1.3 ps), partial recovery (1.3–8 ps), and complete disappear-

ance (8–40 ps). Four magnetization states were involved: the

initial magnetization state, the magnetization state after rapid

demagnetization, the partially recovered magnetization state, and

the paramagnetic state. Based on the three‐temperature model,

which was used to calculate the temperature of the electron, spin,

and lattice systems with time, the results showed that the

temperature of the electron and spin increased rapidly after

photoexcitation, leading to rapid disruption of the magnetic order

and a change in magnetic domains.

3.3.3 | Irreversible phase transition process

An intense laser light interacting with a material will cause the

amplitude of the atomic vibrations to increase, causing the sample to

melt and undergo ultrafast phase transition from an ordered

crystalline to a disordered liquid state.106

According to molecular dynamics simulations, this order‐to‐

disorder transition can typically be divided into two modes:

heterogeneous melting at low energy density, which is often caused

by lattice thermal conductivity, occurring within hundreds of

picoseconds, and homogeneous melting at high energy density,

which is facilitated by electron–lattice coupling and can occur from

within a few picoseconds to tens of picoseconds. Figure 15 shows

the material melting process under different energy ablation values

using ultrafast electron diffraction.106 At the highest energy density

of 1.17MJ/kg (Figure 15A–D), a significant decrease in diffraction

spot intensity occurred at a delay of 2 ps. When the delay was

increased to 7 ps, the diffraction spot intensity representing the solid

state was lower than the diffraction ring intensity representing the

liquid phase, indicating the formation of a disordered state. At 17 ps,

the solid state completely disappeared, leaving only the diffraction

ring. When the energy density decreased to 0.36MJ/kg

(Figure 1E–H), both the diffraction spots representing the solid state

F IGURE 14 High‐spatiotemporal resolution ultrafast transmission electron microscopy images of Mn–Ni–Ga with an initial temperature of
100 K, where all images were exposed for a long time to improve the signal‐to‐noise ratio. Reproduced with permission.13 Copyright 2021, APS. (A)
Images taken with different time delays, where the line contours of the yellow rectangular area were superimposed to form a yellow curve
next to it, which was used to characterize the phase transition characteristics, and the scale bar represents 500 nm. (B) Standard deviation σ at
different time delays. (C) Evolution of temperature over time in the three electron, spin, and lattice systems under the three‐temperature model.
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and primary diffraction rings from the liquid gold were visible at

20 ps, and this coexistence of the two diffraction features persisted

for a long time: up to 800 ps. This delay was significantly longer

than the electron–lattice thermal equilibrium time of the gold

film, demonstrating the presence of heterogeneous melting

over an extended period. Under lower irradiation of 0.18MJ/kg

(Figure 15I–L), the diffraction spots representing the solid phase

persisted for an extremely long time, remaining in a solid–liquid

coexistence state even at 3000 ps, indicating an incomplete melting

process. The ultrafast electron imaging method could not only be

used to assess the metal ablation behavior but also to observe the

dynamics of particles in a solution.

With the integration of a vessel in UTEM, the ultrafast process in

liquid environments has been detected, as shown in Figure 16. Laser

irradiation can also induce agglomeration, crosslinking, and fusion

between gold nanoparticles in aqueous solutions,104 with the

agglomeration, crosslinking, and fusion of nanoparticles basically

proceeding along the polarization direction of the laser. Studies have

also found that the above light‐induced agglomeration, crosslinking,

and fusion between the gold nanoparticles and fusion‐irreversible

reaction kinetic processes occurred in the nanosecond delay range.

To better understand the kinetic mechanism of the above ultrafast

reaction, the liquid environment femtosecond electron flash imaging

technique, liquid environment femtosecond time‐resolved electron

energy loss spectroscopy, and the energy filtering imaging technique

were developed. The transient crescent‐shaped SPP around the gold

nanoparticles in solution under femtosecond laser excitation was

observed for the first time. The local electromagnetic field was found

to be distributed along the polarization direction of the laser, and the

intensity increased linearly with laser fluence, indicating that

agglomeration among the gold nanoparticles was due to femtosecond

laser‐induced SPP oscillation. Under higher laser fluence irradiation,

ultrafast cross‐linking and even fusion reactions would occur due to

the transient strong photothermal effect on the surface, resulting in

the formation of larger nanoparticles.

4 | SUMMARY

In summary, developments in laser technology and electron

microscopy have resulted in the rapid progress of ultrafast electron

imaging and the discovery of numerous new phenomena and

F IGURE 15 Ultrafast electron diffraction pattern of gold film melting. Reproduced with permission.106 Copyright 2018, AAAS. As the energy
density increased, the film underwent transformation from heterogenous to homogenous melting. (A–C) Snapshots of diffraction patterns at 2,
7, and 17 ps pumped at e = 1.17 MJ/kg, with the radially averaged lineouts shown in (D). (E and F) Snapshots of diffraction patterns 20, 100, and
800 ps pumped at e = 0.36MJ/kg, with the radially averaged lineouts shown in (H). (I–K) Snapshots of diffraction patterns 100, 1000, and
3000 ps pumped at e = 0.18MJ/kg, with the radially averaged lineouts shown in (L).
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mechanisms at the electron–atom level. This has significantly

contributed to research in fundamental physics, chemistry, and

materials, with important applications in electronic devices

and photocatalysis. This review article focused on the principles

and applications of three typical ultrafast electron imaging methods,

namely, TR‐PEEM, SUEM, and UTEM. By analyzing the principles of

these techniques, we determined that the generation and acquisition

of ultrafast electron beams serve as the key point in ultrafast electron

imaging, and their imaging characteristics govern the following

application areas:

(1) TR‐PEEM can acquire the spatial distribution of surface photo-

electrons, resolving the electron energy distribution, and reveal-

ing the action mode of SPP at different stages to verify the serial

modulation mechanism. It has also shown heterogeneous

interfacial electron transfer induced by the energy band gradient,

with ultrafast electron transport caused by the built‐in electric

field in single‐crystal materials through the change in photo-

electron intensity distribution.

(2) SUEM can collect electrons from surface spillover under ultrafast

electron beam excitation, providing higher spatial resolution. For

example, the high‐temperature‐induced fast carrier diffusion in silicon

materials and ballistic motion at the silicon p–n junction interface can

be resolved. Moreover, the important effects of defect modification

and energy band modulation on the carrier properties of semi-

conductor NWs have been illustrated. The key influencing factors of

the carrier dynamics of single crystals, such as defects, doping, and

the surface orientation, have been represented.

(3) UTEM can directly acquire images by collecting the electron

beam and transmitting the sample, with multiple imaging modes.

For example, in real space mode, it can reveal the stress

propagation and lattice softening in TMDs and elucidate the

specific process of martensitic phase transformation of metallic

materials from a microscopic perspective. In the inverted space, it

F IGURE 16 (A) and (B) Single‐pulse ultrafast electron imaging of nanosecond fusion dynamics for two‐ and three‐AuNP clusters.
Reproduced with permission.104 Copyright 2018, ACS. (C) Time‐resolved relative electron energy spectrum including the PINEM and EELS of
AuNPs in liquid with an excitation fluence of 2.8 mJ/cm2. (D) PINEM electron energy spectrum at t = 0 fs. (E) Relationship between laser fluence
and the PINEM signal of AuNPs in an aqueous solution, where the plot represents the relative intensity of the first peak on the gain side,
illustrating how the PINEM signal varied with different laser fluences. EELS, electron energy loss spectroscopy; PINEM, photon‐induced
near‐field electron microscopy.
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can image the lattice melting and crystallization processes under

destructive excitation.

Although it is difficult to cover all research on ultrafast electron

imaging, this review may serve as a reference for researchers in

related fields when studying ultrafast electron imaging. We believe

that advances in instrumentation will lead to further developments in

ultrafast electron imaging, with higher spatial and temporal resolu-

tion. Novel optical field modulation techniques may induce more new

processes in materials and the introduction of other energy fields will

likely expand the application areas of ultrafast electron imaging. The

boom in ultrafast electron imaging technology will also play a more

significant role in both future scientific research and engineering

applications.
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